
Dear Jim, 	 3/17/62 
After mailing the two affidavits I read Bud's "A Possible French Connection." 

I hope it doesn't turn the judge off. It is tenuous and evorwritten as a sophisticated 
lawyer who knows nothing about the subject MAY well perceive. I know he's used some 
of the stuff I'm sire was contrived for hie and I'd never have done that. Takes too 
mcuh away from What is genuinely provocative in the Whale thing. And provides too 
large a target for his advecesaey. 

Oa page 21 he refers to a General Delvelle, at Annapolis. na at I remember 
men:Wale about him but can't find the file. Which means I have no file on him but 

have what I remember filed under another name. 
Anywee, I'm pretty eure that he is a guy who made financial contributions both 

to the Ameeican nazi l'art y and Admiral Grommelin, a native fancist who retired to 
Alabama, I think, and ran for office. 

The Autie-Deamation Lenge° can lav 	lde him with that and more info, if they 
will. And if he wants it. 

If he can have any kind of trace made on the Bourne of 'what I said looked like 
it veined° uo for his special benefit I think he might get somewheme. That guy 
knew, which is less likely, or had fed to him infatuation about the JFL assaseinaticn 
that someone knew would entice liud. 

Believe me, thorn is nobody with any acme who would have spent any time with 
or oaBedeevier and not much MOTO with anister, who then lies :deeming the effects of 
his irreversible brain damage. 

I had a /ergo accumultition of mail to catch up on and I made a big dent in it 
today. I have some book packages to make up and that is fine for the part of the 
ball gsme 	stay up for. Moro of this after I return from Geeneestowa tomorrow 

and ehuredny I'll got back on part II of the first of the two ATfidavite I mailed 
Itostarlay. 

I plan to try to do it in a different way, by subject, if it does not take me too 
lug to make and file °Bah selection by subject. If I can do that it will be mush 
shorter. 

Interesting that I keep hearing from Jimmy. I don't know why. Not that I've 
thought that much about it. 


